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Why Is This Exciting?
As you have seen from the previous talks the
Standard Model (SM) has problems dealing with
flavor

most likely ignores underlying physics by introducing a
large number of free parameters, some of them large
(i.e. to explain CP violation)

As you will see from this talk, it is not the only SM
shortcoming

 Higgs - a.k.a. “the missing piece” that gives bosons and
quarks their masses - also creates problems

Search for the underlying physics
Supersymmetry is one of more appealing prospects
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Tevatron

Main Injector

Tevatron

DØCDF

Chicago
↓

p source

Booster

3·1032 cm-2s-1

4 fb-1 delivered
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every
396 ns …

Electron

Muon

Jet – of mostly π±  and π0

(experimental signature
of a quark or gluon)
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Missing transverse energy (MET)
(experimental signature
of a non-interacting particle)
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Hadron Colliders
Easiest way to achieve high center-of-mass energy is
colliding beams of protons or anti-protons

 heavy, so no synchrotron radiation
 stable, so can take time accelerating

But: messy!
 quark/gluon colliders
 jets!

Energy in the subprocess 
center-of-mass

Number
of

Events

q

q q

q q g

“constituents” of proton that
carry large fraction of its energy

“constituents” of
proton that carry
small fraction of its
energy
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Tevatron Physics Program
Heavy flavor physics

Study top quark - the only place that produces them (until this Fall)
Study bottom quark

 BS mixing, spectroscopy (B**, Bc, baryons), Bd,s→µµ

Electroweak physics
 study gauge bosons (W, Z, photon) and their self-interaction

Quantum Chromodynamics
Higgs searches
New Phenomena searches

Supersymmetry, extra dimensions, new strong dynamics, etc…

    Impossible to properly cover in a 25 minute talk - will
present general ideas and a few main results…
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Why Mass Is a Big Deal?

In our day-to-day life we would hardly
noticed if u and d quarks were massless

99% of mass of things around us is binding
energy (QCD):

mass of a proton ~ 1 GeV
mass of three quarks that
make it is ~ 10 MeV

 The world where force carriers are
massless is much more elegant than ours
from theoretical point of view

We, however, live in imperfect world:
weak bosons have mass, and all fermions
have masses too, ranging from ~10-9 to
102 GeV
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Mass
         Higgs Mechanism

Separate piece of SM
introduced “by hand”

Mass ↔ Rest energy
If we make particle interact with
vacuum it will acquire additional
energy → MASS

In the Standard Model the
vacuum is “skewed” by the Higgs
field, and particles get mass from
interaction with the Higgs field

If one just puts the masses into
Lagrangian the theory breaks:
looses gauge invariance and
becomes unrenormalizable

no viable theoretical
alternatives
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Higgs Boson
 Electroweak symmetry breaking in the SM:

 1 complex Higgs scalar doublet (4 d.o.f.)
 W+, W- and Z get mass (three Higgs d.o.f. become longitudinal
W/Z components)
 Fermions get masses through special (Yukawa) coupling to Higgs
 One remaining observable Higgs boson

- hasn’t been observed yet
- can not hide much longer!

Precision measurements of SM
parameters give indirect limit:
Mh < 160 GeV @95%CL

Direct limit from LEP-2:
Mh >114.5 GeV @95%CL
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Higgs - The Weak Link of
The Standard Model

160
GeV

115
GeV

     Unanswered Questions
What is origin of flavor? Why
three generations?
What explains the imbalance
between matter and anti-
matter in the Universe?
What is Dark Matter?
Can forces be unified?
What about gravity? What
happens at energies ~Mplanck?
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To achieve EWSB Higgs mass
should be O(100 GeV), not
O(1000000000000000000 GeV)

What is the probability that
corrections ~Mplanck will
accidentally cancel each other?

Higgs: A Weak Link
We want theory that can be unified with gravity (energies ~MP)

   Quantum correction to fundamental scalar mass are
order of MP ~1019 GeV, and are obviously very
unlikely to cancel to give mh ~102 GeV
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Higgs: A Weak Link
We want theory that can be unified with gravity (energies ~MP)

   Quantum correction to fundamental scalar mass are
order of MP ~1019 GeV, and are obviously very
unlikely to cancel to give mh ~102 GeV

Technicolor type
models –
composite Higgs

Extra dimensions –
quantum gravity
scale is at 103 GeV Supersymmetry -

corrections have to
cancel

All predict new particles, that can be looked for directly or in loop effects
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Supersymmetry
SUSY is one of more popular extensions of the SM
Fundamental symmetry bosons ↔ fermions

              SUSY particles:
lepton  l (J=½)   →  slepton l (J=0)
quark  q             →  squark q

gluon  g (J=1)     →  gluino  q (J=½)

photon γ (J=1)    → photino γ (J=½)
Z                       → zino  Z
Higgs φ1             → Higgsino φ1
Higgs φ2             → Higgsino φ2

W±                     → wino W
Higgs H±             → Higgsino H±

mix to give
physical
neutralions  
χ0

i (i=1,4)

mix to give physical
charginos  χ±

i (i=1,2)

~
~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

No SUSY particles observed so
far – SUSY is a broken symmetry

SUSY models make assumptions
about the nature of the breaking

Collider phenomenology strongly
depend on model – very broad
search program…

Despite large number of free parameters – many attractive
features: stable Higgs mass, connection to super-strings, …
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   Unification of forces
In the SM gauge couplings do not unify
There is no path for gravity
incorporation

In SUSY unification is possible
If it’s required then one can predict a
free parameter of SM, sin2ΘW

Without SUSY

With SUSY
at 0.3-1 TeV

Supersymmetry

   Dark matter / energy

Most SUSY models have R-parity:
SUSY-ness conserves, like
electrical charge
SUSY particles get produced in
pairs
Lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is
stable and weakly interacting

Composition of the
Universe:

Dark Energy   65%
Dark Matter    30%
Barionic

Matter      5%

WMAP, astro-ph/0302207

Dark Matter Candiate
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2 jets 4 jets3 jets

Produced by strong interaction – expect large cross-section at hadron
colliders
If R-parity is conserved

 SUSY particles are produced in pairs (example diagrams):

 squarks decay into quark and lightest SUSY particle (LSP)
 gluino decays into two jets and LSP
 LSP is stable (dark matter candidate)
 final state has (at minimum) jets and two LSP’s which escape detection –
missing transverse energy

In this talk only R-parity conserving SUSY is covered
Picture can be more complicated for partners of heavy quarks
(sbottom, stop) - not covered here

Squarks and Gluinos

Relative rate depends on
squark / gluino mass:

If M(squark)<<M(gluino)
2-jets channel dominates

If M(squark)>>M(gluino)
4-jets channel dominates
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Squarks and Gluinos
Three analyses: “di-jet”, “3-jet” and “gluino”
Main backgrounds:

QCD with mis-measured jets (negligible in the end)
Z(→νν)+jets - irreducible
W(→lν)+jets - veto on leptons

Control remaining backgrounds
missing transverse energy (MET)
scalar sum of jet ET (HT)

Missing ET in dijet analysis

20gluino

93-jet

11di-jet

ObservedExpectedChannel

! 

11.1±1.2 "2.3

+2.9

! 

10.7 ± 0.9 "2.1

+3.1

! 

17.7 ±1.1"3.3
+5.5

tan β = 3A0 = 0 µ < 0
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Gauginos
Gaugino pair production

gauginos are light compared to squarks and gluinos
weak production – low cross-section
Up to three leptons in the final state – clean but low pT

soft tau leptons are hard to identify

Use isolated tracks in addition to well-identified leptons
Need to very carefully combine large number of
channels, prioritizing them by expected sensitivity

(decays also go though
virtual W/Z)

if slepton is lighter than χ2
0
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SUSY: tri-leptons
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SM Higgs Search at Tevatron

Associated production with W/Z

W→lν + h→bb             : lepton + 2b + MET
Z→νν + h→bb             : 2b + MET
W→lν + h→WW→lν lν : 3 leptons + MET

Gluon fusion production

h→bb is hopeless – background too large
h→ττ                     : 2 taus
h→WW→lν lν         : 2 leptons + MET
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Tools: b-taging
tracks with large impact parameter
secondary vertices

mass and lifetime of secondary vertex
charge (to distinguish b from b)

Muon in the jet
transverse momentum
momentum transverse to jet

Combine all into a Neural Network (NN)

DØ

_
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Low Mass Higgs
Sounds pretty simple:

 select events with
 two b-jets
 lepton
 missing transverse energy (to account for neutrino)

 then examine di-jet invariant mass distribution for peaks

Will not work: backgrounds are way too large
Use the fact that in the SM once you know the Higgs mass
you know everything about the Higgs

train NN or other multivariate tool, like Boosted Decision Trees (BDT)
Try to match observed leptons and jets to partons and calculate the
value of the matrix element (i.e. probability)

Should be perfect, except resolution and ISR/FSR radiation

can try using both
ME & BDT!
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Low Mass Higgs

BDT+ME

! 

l" bb 

! 

"" bb 
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High Mass Higgs
Highest sensitivity is in WW mode

Two neutrinos - no mass peaks
Spin correlations
Multivariate methods

Charged leptons go in the same direction

NN output
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Higgs Combination

!!
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Summary
 Tevatron is taking data at a great rate
 No new physics found

 still some hope in unusual final states…

 For the first time since LEP, more direct constraints
on Higgs mass!

LEP

Expected for Tevatron Average


